
Take a moment to participate in a small exercise. Set a 
timer for 2 minutes and grab a piece of paper and a writing 
instrument. Now, picture a regular coffee mug. Within those 
2 minutes, write down every possible use that you can think 
of for that mug. There are no limits to your imagination, no 
right or wrong answers, and no incorrect interpretations. 
At the end of 2 minutes, count the number of responses you 
wrote down.

How many uses did you come up with, and were you able 
to generate many ideas within that short amount of time? 
If you could, you would consider yourself more fluent in 
developing ideas about your coffee mug.   Next, think about 
how many uses were unique or “original.” For example, mugs 
are typically used to drink liquids, so a use for “drinking
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coffee ” is not very original, but a use like “a swimming pool for dolls” or “beach sand scooper” is more original. Consider 
next how varied your ideas were. For example, let’s say you listed both a plant holder and an herb garden as a potential 
use for a mug. While those two responses are unique and differ from a mug’s general use, they aren’t very flexible in 
terms of how varied the use is. If, instead, you listed some uses for a mug as “a cookie-cutter” or “a bug house,” those uses 
are flexible in how different and varied they are. Finally, consider how elaborate your responses are. For example, if you 
say, “use in an art piece” or “broken mug pieces for a mosaic art piece,” one response is more elaborate than the other.
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Nevertheless, enhancing and strengthening divergent 
thinking is one of many ways to lead to a more creative 
thought process, improve problem-solving abilities, and 
generate new ideas.

How well did you do in this exercise? Were you able to 
generate a freely flowing list of ideas for your mug uses, 
or did you struggle to come up with more and more ideas? 
Were your ideas creative, varied, and flexible, or did you 
find yourself writing down similar versions of mug uses? 
Were your ideas elaborately written or concise with little 
detail? 
If you were to compare your responses to a group of your 
colleagues, you’d find that some individuals were able 
to generate many more uses for mugs. Others would be 
able to generate more elaborate uses. Some others may 
have struggled with coming up with many uses at all. This 
exercise is known as the Alternative Uses Test and is only 
one of many ways to measure your creativity.

If you didn’t do well on this exercise, don’t worry! Everyone 
has different gifts and talents. Likewise, everyone has 
different ways in which creativity is expressed. This way 
is only one way of expressing creativity, and it is known 
as divergent thinking. This Quick Course will discuss 
divergent thinking as one of many creative avenues an 
individual might express.

Background of Divergent Thinking

The above scenario utilized the Alternative Uses Test 
designed by Joy Paul Guilford in 1967. It’s considered 
a classical test that was explicitly designed to measure 
creativity through divergent thinking. Guilford saw that 
people considered “creative” often exhibited divergent 
thinking through fluency, originality, flexibility, and 
elaboration. Later, as he continued his work on creativity 
and expanded it to understanding intelligence, he further 
organized intelligence based on:

• Operations, which included things like memory, divergent
thinking and convergent thinking, among others

• Content, which included actual content knowledge
perceived in various ways

• Products, which included ideas like understanding
relationships or having varying perspectives. 

Importantly, although Guilford created the alternative 
uses test to measure divergent thinking, in no way did 
he feel that creativity or intelligence could be measured 
simply or reduced to a single numerical score. Instead, 
he understood that creativity and intelligence were a 
combination of factors, some interrelated and some 
independent.

While creativity and intelligence often are considered to 
go hand-in-hand, and while there are many components 
both to creativity and intelligence, this course will focus 
on only one small part of intelligence: divergent thinking. 
It is important to consider that if you notice students 
that struggle with divergent thinking, this in no way 
indicates the student is less intelligent or less creative 
than another. Perhaps the student excels in other areas!

Divergent Thinking

Divergent thinking is how an individual can generate 
multiple unique ideas or solutions. 

When brainstorming ideas and solutions, divergent 
thinking also allows you to find relationships between 
concepts or processes that may not necessarily be similar 
if comparing the ideas side by side. Divergent thinking is 
considered the first step in a problem-solving approach, 
where you are free to explore ideas that may be counter 
to current ways of thinking or doing. Divergent thinking 
allows you to expand ideas so that you can start from a 
small point and broaden your thought process to include 
multiple, varied solutions.

Figure 1: Visual 
of the divergent 
thinking process, 
where one 
starting point can 
be expanded to 
determine multiple 
solutions.

Within the 
brainstorming and 
innovation process, 
typically, you see 
divergent and convergent thinking packaged together. 
Whereas divergent thinking begins the problem-solving 
process and generates multiple and varied ideas, 
convergent thinking then allows you to find connections 
between some or many of those ideas so that you can 
narrow down and 
focus on specific 
options to explore 
further.

Figure 2. Visual 
of the convergent 
thinking process, 
where multiple 
ideas and concepts 
can be combined 
to find one best 
solution.
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Elaboration – The level of detail and description provided 
within ideas is considered elaboration. In elaboration, 
ideas are enhanced with more fully formed descriptions 
and pictures. For example, if student C has flexible ideas, 
but student D has flexible ideas that contain more detail 
and embellishment, then student D’s ideas would be 
considered more elaborate.

This course will only focus on the divergent thinking 
process. Divergent thinking can be an essential skill 
for students to practice because it allows them to get 
comfortable with the idea generation process. Whereas, 
especially within the classroom, society is often 
structured so that only one solution is deemed “correct”; 
divergent thinking allows you to explore variations to 
ideas and alternative perspectives. In addition, it can 
help foster curiosity about the world around you, and 
as mentioned earlier, it is one of many components of 
creativity.  

The quality and uniqueness of the ideas generated through 
the divergent thinking process can be categorized into 
four main components: fluency, originality, flexibility, and 
elaboration. There are more components to divergent 
thinking; however, for this course and your work 
with students, these four concepts address the main 
components of divergent thinking that can be supported 
in the classroom.

Fluency - In the context of divergent thinking, fluency 
is the process of listing as many ideas or solutions as 
possible. For example, if student A can generate 20 ideas 
within 1 minute but student B can generate only 5 ideas 
within 1 minute, then student A is more fluent.

Originality – From the list of ideas generated, originality 
indicates how unique each idea is.  For example, even if 
student A generates 20 ideas, but all ideas are common, 
that student may not “score” high on originality. In 
comparison, if student B only generates five ideas but 
each is unique and uncommon, then student B’s ideas 
would be considered more original.

Flexibility - How varied each solution is points to the 
flexibility of the thinking process. Flexibility explains the 
variation within ideas. For example, if student B generates 
five unique ideas that center on the same concept, but 
student C generates five ideas that also take into account 
unconnected perspectives, concepts, or categories, then 
student C’s ideas would be considered more flexible.

Four Main Components of Divergent Thinking 
Working Together

Consider this scenario. Students are completing a 
project-based learning activity where math, art, and 
science intersect. In this project-based learning cycle, 
students will build a working product that would solve a 
problem. The only parameter is that it needs to contain 
some circuitry since students are focusing on circuits in 
science class. The teachers have purposefully left this 
project open-ended in order to help assist students in 
fostering creativity. 

Students are tasked with generating multiple ideas for 
this project before the lessons and activities are designed. 
Students are first are asked to generate as many ideas 
as possible for a problem that can be solved without 
worrying about the technical specifics. Students know 
that only one idea will be chosen and that the teachers 
will use a rubric identifying how original, flexible, and 
elaborate the ideas are to complete this exercise. This 
process occurs over only half of one class period. After 
students record solutions, the science teacher then 
circles the room, checks in on student ideas, and gives 
feedback to help push their thinking further. For example, 
one student records “classroom doorbell” as a potential 
solution. The teacher asks him how he can elaborate 
more on that solution and provide information on how 
that might look when it is complete.   Another student 
writes “more lights” as a solution, and the teacher asks 
how the student could make that idea more unique.

When the students have completed this brainstorming 
activity, the teacher celebrates student success in each 
of the components of divergent thinking, congratulating 
one student for coming up with 53 ideas in the allotted 
time, and congratulating another student for painting a 
visual of his thoughts with his elaborate writing.   He even 
celebrated students with really off-the-wall, wacky ideas 
that, even if they didn’t translate to a usable project idea, 
were so creative and varied from others that it was worth 
highlighting. Later, the students will then work to find 
commonalities between ideas and narrow down their 
choices to select one idea they will work on as a class. The 
divergent thinking process was critical in this scenario 
since students had to design interesting solutions for a 
problem they planned to solve. But, some students in this 
scenario may have struggled with completing this open-
ended task to generate new ideas. This teacher knows 
that does not indicate the students will be unsuccessful in 
their project. Still, he does realize that by providing some

FLUENCY

ORIGINALITYFLEXIBILITY

ELABORATION
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      Reflect or Discuss

Have you identified divergent 
thinking within students in your own 
classroom?  

Have you fostered and supported 
divergent thinking or provided support 
to students to help them stretch their 
creativity?

process by asking students first to script out ideas, or you 
can provide a set constraint for students to work within:

• How many uses can you come up with for a brick?
• How many uses can you come up with for a brick that 

does not involve building?

The above questions are variations of one another but 
require students to expand their minds and generate 
multiple ideas within your prompt’s constraints.

To implement this activity, students can record their ideas 
on a piece of paper. Younger students can call out ideas 
that are then recorded on a whiteboard by the teacher.
A graphic organizer can also be helpful, especially if you 
complete this exercise several times throughout the year 
with students. They can keep their work in a binder and 
review how much more creative they have become over 
time.

While the alternative uses test is the main way in which 
you might test and then practice divergent thinking, many 
variations exist that can also support creativity in this 
area. You might notice that the next several strategies 
have roots in the alternative uses test.

specific support to those students, he can help foster and 
build up their divergent thinking processes.

Practicing Divergent Thinking to Promote 
Creativity

This Quick Course will provide you with a few simple 
ideas to promote the process of divergent thinking in 
your classroom and to celebrate student creativity within 
this one parameter. While many of these suggestions will 
focus strictly on creative activities for your students to 
engage in during extracurricular time, consider how you 
might modify one or more of these activities in some 
way for use in your classroom as students interact with 
academic content. Art and writing teachers may find 
more applicable classroom uses for these exercises, 
but any content area can consider how the strategies 
presented can help foster creativity in some form within 
the classroom. These exercises can be applied to regular 
lesson content, to assist in projects, as an extension 
exercise, or as regular activities designed to help improve 
creativity.

Alternative Use Exercise

You have already been introduced to an example of an 
alternative uses test by practicing the mug exercise 
referenced in the beginning scenario. This exercise 
provides you with a random object, concept, or idea and 
requires you to list as many 
alternative uses as possible 
within a given time constraint. 
While this test historically is 
used to measure divergent 
thinking in individuals, it can 
also be used as an activity to 
repeatedly practice divergent thinking and improve 
creativity over time. Any object, concept, or idea will 
help stretch student creativity. For example, you can help 
expand creativity within a creative or descriptive writing

Reverse Brainstorming

Reverse brainstorming is a way that requires you to list 
what would not work in a given scenario.

In fact, this technique is so successful that even the 
company Pixar® uses it when writers brainstorm ideas 
for upcoming films. When you are stuck moving forward 
with an idea, you can list what would NOT happen next. 
This can help support students with mental writer’s block 
in a classroom context. It can help students analyze a 
scientific experiment or help students uncover a chain of 
likely events in a historical timeline, among many other 
uses. Reverse brainstorming is helpful because it allows 
you to visualize unlikely ideas and solutions and helps 
you, in turn, discover more likely ideas. 

For example, if students are struggling with generating 
varied uses for a mug, you might instead ask students to 
develop ideas for how a mug CANNOT be used. Perhaps 
students brainstorm ideas like “I can’t play video games 
on a mug” or “I can’t eat a mug”. This process can then 
lead to more creative ideas for actual uses for a mug. For 
example, “I can’t play video games on a mug, but I can 
make a tabletop game with a mug and a beanbag that I 
toss,” or “I can’t eat a regular mug, but I can build a mug 
out of cookie dough, bake it, and now I have an edible 
mug!”  Reverse brainstorming can begin by students 
listing what cannot be done. Then they can analyze those 
ideas to further brainstorm additional uses that may have 
escaped them initially.

4
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Figure 3: A simple representation of how the reverse 
brainstorming technique can be used to help improve the 
idea generation process.

that tested the goat’s trust by sending him on a series of 
adventures to collect some magical flowers. What a change 
Ms. Rogers noticed in her story writing! With just a little 
guidance and a structured way of allowing students to think 
divergently, this student’s creativity soared.

Take this example for an idea of how reverse 
brainstorming might be useful in the classroom:

Students are engaging in a creative writing process where 
given a prompt, they must come up with a story that fits 
onto one page. They are working on adding detail to their 
work and creating an engaging story. Some students in the 
classroom struggle with this activity because it is so open-
ended, and their ideas are not well-developed. Ms. Rogers 
decides to help students participate in a brainstorming 
activity using the Reverse brainstorming approach. She 
modifies the activity, and instead of requiring the students 
to provide a starting list, she gives them a list of ideas they 
CANNOT use in their story, then asks them to brainstorm 
ideas that they can use. Next, she provides a prompt 
explaining that the students must write a story about two 
animals that must teach a lesson at the end. The animals 
cannot be found in the jungle or ocean, and they cannot be 
common pets. The environment cannot be very cold or hot, 
and it cannot contain the beach or snow. The lesson cannot 
be focused on the themes of patience, forgiveness, anger, 
or happiness. Students began scripting out ideas for what 
their story CAN have as Ms. Rogers circles the room. Ms. 
Rogers helped provide guidance and ideas to the students, 
and when their thoughts were ready, she allowed them to 
script their stories.

One student, who typically wrote very short stories without 
much detail, was instead able to write a story about a sheep

Creative Choice Board
 
Choice boards are graphic organizers that allow students 
some autonomy in completing tasks while still adhering 
to the classroom requirements. In a choice board, you 
provide students with open-ended tasks in a grid-like 
format and ask students to select the task they wish to 
complete.

In a creative choice board, the tasks focus on open-ended 
activities that can help foster more creative divergent 
thinking. You can customize your creative choice board 
to include anything you wish. Students can complete the 
choice board at their pace or within a time- constraint, 
and you can provide feedback on creativity as well. Choice 
boards are great for students engaging in independent 
work or extracurricular activities outside of the academic 
day.

Figure 4: A sample choice board used in an elementary 
level classroom. The teacher generates new choice 
boards each month for students to select from.

5
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Consider this use of a creative choice board in a science 
classroom. Mr. Alderson uses the creative choice board as an 
extension activity after students complete their cooperative 
learning activities for the day. He always provides options 
for building and engineering in his choice boards as a great 
hands-on activity to help students stretch their creativity. 
He has created an engineering corner in his classroom, where 
common supplies like popsicle sticks, glue, and rubber bands 
are provided in containers. Students can select a choice 
board sheet and choose options like making a catapult out 
of only spoons, popsicle sticks, and rubber bands, or building 
a bridge that can hold five pounds using only the materials 
found in drawer 3. He believes that providing students with 
structured activities that still allow for divergent creative 
thinking offers a more productive avenue for students to 
explore science principles.

You may be familiar with many graphic organizers used 
in simple brainstorming processes in the classroom, 
like web or bubble maps. Technically, visual mapping 
works outside of the constraints of a pre-printed 
graphic organizer and instead relies on your stream of 
consciousness to record information and then make 
connections. However, building a visual map from scratch 
can be quite challenging for students. Instead, you can 
first present students with a simple graphic organizer 
and require them to add branches as they build onto their 
ideas. The brainstorming process is a typical divergent 
thinking process that can be well-supported by graphic 
organizers.

Visual mapping can be especially powerful for individuals 
to begin making connections  between seemingly 
disparate ideas and to stretch thinking away from the 
obvious by allowing for multiple levels of connections that 
branch out from an initial idea. Encourage your students 
to connect the ideas they brainstorm, categorize them, 
and then brainstorm additional ideas based on their 
created categories. You can also encourage students 
to utilize colors to connect ideas and images to help 
them practice their elaboration skills. Brainstorming is 
applicable in various contexts, but it is important in the 
creative planning process for the classroom, including 
essay writing, design planning, or more artistic endeavors. 
Visual mapping also has the added benefit of allowing 
easier recall of information once it is organized in this 
specific way.

Consider this scenario. A history teacher uses mind mapping 
when exploring Civil War concepts in the classroom. 
Instead of lecturing students on facts and information they 
must memorize, he asks students to complete research 
independently and build a mind map of what they learned 
about the Civil War based on the papers and textbooks 
provided. He likes using this exercise to help students 
understand the various causes of the Civil War to make 
deeper connections on their own. After providing students 
notes and information, he asks students to work in groups 
to brainstorm the causes of the Civil War and how different 
events may have contributed to one another. He noticed 
some students color-coded specific events, added dates, and 
then used lines and arrows to connect events. These mind 
maps then served as a starting point for a group discussion 
on the causes of the Civil War, where he assisted students 
in exploring certain topics further. Later, students likely will 
find that their recall of the events leading up to the Civil 
War is easier for them, since their visual map helped them to 
organize and then remember the information.

Visual Mapping

A visual map expresses ideas and concepts in a more 
graphic and colorful medium. It is a thinking tool that 
allows you to structure ideas in your head, helps you to 
better analyze and synthesize ideas, and helps to both 
recall ideas you wish to remember and generate new 
ideas. It is powerful because it allows for free-flowing 
thought where you can make associations to help you see 
connections and remember concepts.

Figure 5: A a visual map of a 9-year-old child’s interests 
and information about herself, in preparation for a writing 
project. 

Circles Creativity Exercise

The circles creativity exercise asks you to generate images 
using one or more circles within a worksheet. While this 
is typically a creativity exercise that focuses on artistic 
expression, students can also use this to generate ideas 
for other concepts that they visualize using drawing. The

6
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image, line, or shape into their design. The abstract 
doodle provides a constraint for students to start from, 
and you can provide further constraints like “it can’t be a 
heart” or “it cannot be an animal” to help guide students 
away from more common design choices. To implement 
this activity:

• Provide a simple design to your students.
• Ask them to draw a unique image from the simple

design you provide.
• For example, if you provide them a half circle doodle,

students can take that as a starting point to draw a
sunset, a flower, the top of a car, a hat on a man’s head- 
the final drawing choices are endless for students!

• Encourage students to think creativity about their
drawings and use their imagination to create a unique 
picture from your initial doodle designs.

As you build your picture exercise, do not overthink your 
abstract design- even a scribble or simple doodle will 
do! The picture exercise can be commonly used in an art 
class to assist students in creative design using a specific 
starting point, and it is fun to compare final pictures so 
students can see how different each idea is!

This figure shows an example scribble provided by a 
teacher as a starting point for the student and then the 
student’s final design.

circles exercise is similar to the mug exercise.

Typically, the test involves individuals being provided 
with 30 circles, with the exercise completed within a 
time constraint. Individuals are then scored on how 
creative their ideas were, and this exercise is often used 
as a creativity test. However, in the context of supporting 
your students, this exercise can help them foster creative 
artistic ideas. Similar to other exercises reviewed in 
this Quick Course, you can also impose constraints on 
the assignment to allow students the chance to stretch 
their creativity more. For example, you can provide an 
open-ended prompt like “within x minutes, generate as 
many images as you can using the provided circles.”  You 
can increase or decrease the time limit depending on 
student’s abilities to draw the images within a set time. As 
students get more practice with this exercise, they should 
eventually be able to complete images within more and 
more circles in a given time frame. You can also impose 
constraints like “only create animals out of the circles” or 
“you must use at least two circles within each image that 
you draw.” By providing additional constraints, you can 
utilize this exercise again and again.

Figure 6: A completed circles creativity exercise where 
a 15-year-old child was given two minutes to draw any 
design using the provided circles.

Creative Pictures Exercise

The picture exercise allows students to draw images 
from an abstract design provided by the teacher. It forces 
students away from standard images they may draw and 
requires them to creatively incorporate the abstract

Figure 7: One image drawn by a 7-year-old child using 
the provided doodle starting point.  The teacher asked 
students to draw 4 different images using the provided 
doodle.

7
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Eliminate - Is there a component you can eliminate to 
create something different?

Reverse or Rearrange - What is the opposite of your idea? 
What could you create if you rearranged the elements or 
components of your idea? What if you reverse or invert 
the components of the idea?

Providing students with feedback on specific ideas using 
the above questions as a starting point can help them 
brainstorm more creative applications to their ideas.

You can use the SCAMPER method as a way to allow 
students to self-reflect as they practice their creative 
divergent thinking processes. Combine this with a rubric 
provided within your Quick Course resource, aligned to 
the four components of creativity to help provide specific 
feedback and support for them to improve their ideas.

      Reflect or Discuss

Which divergent thinking activity 
do you feel will work best with your 
students, and why?  

Do you have other ideas for how you 
can foster divergent thinking through 
activities you can design on your own?

Supporting Creativity Via Feedback

Though some aspects of creativity can be measured as an 
innate characteristic of certain individuals, it is also a skill 
that can be practiced and improved. Allowing students 
significant exposure and opportunities to practice 
creativity is important to help them improve their skills. 
Additionally, measuring the quality of their work via the 
four main creativity components of fluency, originality, 
flexibility, and elaboration and then providing feedback 
to students can help them improve their creative thought 
processes. 

Alex Osborn first defined methods to improve the quality 
of your ideas, and Bob Eberle then refined this method 
into what is known as the SCAMPER method. Reflecting 
upon this method can help students find more creative, 
diverse, and unique ways to generate their ideas. 
SCAMPER stands for:

Substitute - What other material, process, idea, approach 
can you replace for your current idea? Can you use an 
alternative idea to the one you posed?

Combine - Consider multiple ideas. Can you combine 
more than one idea, or a component of several idea into 
a new idea?

Adapt - What component of your idea can be changed to 
adapt to another category or concept? What adjustments 
can you make to the idea?

Modify/ Magnify/ Minify - How can you change the 
color, form, application, approach, etc. to modify the idea 
a bit into something else? Can you increase, exaggerate, 
or add something to the idea? Can you reduce the ideas 
into smaller parts, or split up the idea into multiple ideas?

Put to Another Use - What other applications can this 
idea potentially have across other categories or concepts? 
Can it be applied to other environments or situations?

8
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      Reflect or Discuss

How will you work to support 
divergent thinking in your 
classroom, and how will you provide 
feedback to students to help them 
improve their creative ideas in the 
future?

END THOUGHTS

Creativity is driven by innate abilities, varied experiences, 
and exposure to many different ideas, among other 
things. But it can also be improved by practice. Divergent 
thinking helps to influence the creative process as much 
as it can showcase creativity. For this reason, practice, 
feedback, and improvement can be key for students to 
stretch their thinking skills. Remember that creativity 
through divergent thinking is just one of many ways 
creativity can be measured or fostered, and it does not 
represent intelligence levels alone. Have fun with these 
creative exercises and help to teach your students the joy 
of divergent thinking! While you can consider how these 
ideas might be modified specific to your content area, they 
can also be used as stand-alone enrichment activities to 
engage your students in activating their creativity.
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TRY THIS:
Consider your content area and the dynamic of your 
classroom, then choose one of the exercises discussed 
in the course or create your own. The exercise can be 
applied to your content area, or used as an enrichment 
activity. Provide the activity to your students, then 
develop a plan to provide feedback to students to help 
foster their creativity. Use the Divergent Thinking 
Packet for resources associated with each exercise, as 
well as a rubric to measure and then support creativity 
in your students.

As you plan activities, ask yourself: 

1. Have I designed an activity that helps students practice
their divergent thinking?

2. Do I have a plan for how to support students and provide
them feedback on their creativity associated with
divergent thinking?



Use the instructions, resources, and rubric within this packet to help 
support divergent thinking in your students.

Divergent Thinking Activity 
& Resource Packet

© Model Teaching Professional Development Courses www.ModelTeaching.com
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Alternative Use Activity Resource - Place an image or a description in the provided box on the page, 
then give the worksheet to students. Ask students to generate ideas for the image or description in the 
box within a given time frame.  

Reverse Brainstorming Graphic Organizer - Place an image or a description in the provided box on the 
page, then give the worksheet to students. Ask students to first list what ideas can NOT be generated for 
the provided image or description. Once they have completed that, then ask students to generate ideas 
for what ideas CAN be generated. This exercise can be used as a supplemental resource completed by 
students after their alternative uses exercise to help them generate more ideas.  

Creative Choice Board - Edit this choice board for your needs and provide it to students as a more 
structured way of divergent thinking practice. Each box should have an open- ended task that students 
should complete.  They can choose one chose from the board. For future activities, they must choose 
something new. 

Visual Map Starter Graphic Organizer - For students that may struggle with the initial brainstorming 
process, provide them with this starter template to help them categorize ideas onto paper.  Later, as 
they are comfortable with the process, ask students to build their own visual map from scratch without 
the use of a graphic organizer aid.  

Circles Creativity Exercise - Provide students with the worksheet and ask them to draw as many images 
using the provided circles as possible within the provided time frame that you set.  You can provide this 
exercise many times, changing the time frame to introduce an additional constraint.  

Creativity Pictures Exercise - Create a simple doodle in each of the 6 boxes. The doodles can be 
identical, or each can be different. They can be simple lines, half- shapes, or other abstract images that 
students can use as a starting point for an image idea.  Ask students to take the simple doodles and 
create images out of them, and provide a time constraint to push their divergent thinking.  

Divergent Creativity Rubric - Use the rubric to provide additional feedback and support strategies to 
your students as they work to practice their divergent thinking.  
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Alternative Use Activity Resource

Take a look at the image inside of the box.  How many uses can you come up with for this object?  
Script all your ideas in the space below within the allotted time.  The timer will be set for ____ minutes.
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Alternative Use Activity Resource - SAMPLE

Take a look at the image inside of the box.  How many uses can you come up with for this object?  
Script all your ideas in the space below within the allotted time.  The timer will be set for ____ minutes.

©Model Teaching, 2022.  All Rights Reserved.

Drink tea storage for toothbrushes

drink coffee spare change holder

swimming pool for dolls DIY candle holder

beach sand scooper home for a miniature fairy garden

plant holder eat cereal out of it

herb garden screws and nails organizers

fill it with water for an outdoor bird paper weight bath

mix paint colors in different coffee cookie cutter cups

place your phone into a mug to create bug house a speaker

broken mug pieces for mosaic art piece a prop to use for drawing practice

push them into the ground and use 
them as stepping stones in a garden



Reverse Brainstorming Graphic Organizer

Look at the image or description in the box.  Then, think about what the image or description 
CANNOT be used for.  Write your responses in the provided space.  Once you complete the CANNOT 
column, generate ideas for what the image/ description in the box CAN do.  

©Model Teaching, 2022.  All Rights Reserved.

It CANNOT It CAN



Reverse Brainstorming Graphic Organizer

Look at the image or description in the box.  Then, think about what the image or description 
CANNOT be used for.  Write your responses in the provided space.  Once you complete the CANNOT 
column, generate ideas for what the image/ description in the box CAN do.  

©Model Teaching, 2022.  All Rights Reserved.

It CANNOT It CAN

Be used to play video games
Be made into a table top game 
where you toss beanbags into 

different mugs

Be eaten
You can build a mug using cookie 
dough, bake it, and then eat 

the cookie mug.

Be worn as a clothing item You can scoop messes into the 
mug for help in cleanup

To mop up spills on the floor Be used to hold a ball of yarn

Crochet or knit with it



Creative Choice Board

Select one task from one square in the choice board below and complete it now.   If you have 
chosen a task from this choice board before, choose a new task this time. 
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Creative Choice Board - SAMPLE

Select one task from one square in the choice board below and complete it now.   If you have 
chosen a task from this choice board before, choose a new task this time. 

©Model Teaching, 2022.  All Rights Reserved.

Create a new use 
for a paperclip. 

Draw a flower 
from the 
perspective of a 
bug.

Create a map of 
your house using 
craft materials.

Build a game 
using the items 
found in the box 
provided to you.

Draw something 
sparkly.

Write a paragraph 
about a mythical 
world an 
astronaut may 
one day visit.

List all the uses 
you can think of 
for a piece of 
string. 

Write a story 
about an owl. 

Create something 
new.



Visual Map Starter Graphic Organizer

Add your central idea to the center bubble, then write or draw related ideas in the bubbles that 
radiate from the center bubble.  Then, focus on each individual idea and draw your own connections to 
further build your organizer. Make connections as needed, color code similar ideas, and draw pictures
as necessary. 
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Circles Creativity Exercise

Draw as many pictures you can using the circles below.   Complete the worksheet 
in ______ minutes. 
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Circles Creativity Exercise - SAMPLE

Draw as many pictures ypu can using the circles below. Complete the worksheet 

in 2- minutes .

• 

> I..
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Creative Pictures Exercise

Use your creativity to draw unique, detailed, and original designs using the doodle within each 
box as a starting point. 
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Creative Pictures Exercise - SAMPLE

Use your creativity to draw unique, detailed, and original designs using the doodle within each 
box as a starting point. 
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Divergent Creativity Rubric 

Divergent thinking is measured in many ways, but the main criteria to assess creativity is fluency, originality, 
flexibility, and elaboration. Use this rubric as a guide to help support students in areas that they can practice 
to improve creativity. Remember that divergent thinking is only one of many ways to measure creativity, 
and just because a student may score low in these creative areas does not mean the student is uncreative or 
unintelligent.   

This rubric can be used to help provide additional support strategies to students specific to each main area 
of creativity.  

Low Ability Average Ability High Ability Support Strategy Ideas 

Fluency 

Student 
generates only a 
limited number 
of ideas the given 
time constraint.  

Student can 
generate some 
ideas within the 
given time 
constraint.  

Student 
generates a 
significant 
number of ideas 
within the given 
time constraint.  

Provide student more or unlimited 
time; provide increasing time 
constraints over time, allow 
students to collaborate on ideas; 
provide student with a few sample 
ideas; provide a different prompt 
that is more familiar to a student 

Originality 

Student ideas are 
common or basic. 
They may also be 
similar to 
examples posed 
in class. 

Some student ideas 
are clever and 
unusual 

A significant 
amount of ideas 
generated are 
unique, 
interesting, 
clever, or novel.  

Introduce topic caveats and 
constraints to help provide more 
unique ideas; Point to specific ideas 
and ask students how they can 
substitute the idea for something 
else or combine it with another idea 
to generate a new idea.  

Flexibility 

When comparing 
all ideas to one 
another, they are 
not varied and 
are too similar to 
each other. 

At least some ideas 
are varied when 
comparing ideas to 
one another.  

Ideas are 
generated in a 
number of 
different ways 
with significant 
variation 
between ideas. 

Provide students with specific 
categories to help them generate 
ideas for that category; ask 
students to determine the opposite 
of the idea; require student to focus 
on individual components of the 
idea or rearrange components to 
generate something new and 
varied. 

Elaboration 

Simple ideas are 
generated, with 
little detail or 
embellishment. 

Ideas contain some 
detail or 
embellishment. 

Ideas are 
specific and 
provide clear 
details and a 
more elaborate 
thought process. 
expanded to  

Provide a thesaurus for more 
specific detail; ask students to 
describe who, what, when, where, 
why, and how; ask students to 
provide detail using the senses (how 
it looks, smells, tastes, etc.); require 
modifications in color, meaning, 
form, etc. 
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